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The Waterfront takes Center Stage at 4-H Camp 

 Tucked away between two natural bodies of water, 4-H Camp Overlook sits awaiting campers to 

take advantage of its natural learning environment.  As we have many outdoor education classes here at 

camp, we take pride in our more classic and oldest programs that take place on the waterfront.  

All campers that attend 4-H Camp Overlook take an American Red Cross standard swim class. 

Our small but lively beach hosts campers throughout the day and provides a source of excitement, joy, 

and on occasion some shivering.  As campers try to better their skills as swimmers our water safety 

instructors encourage a positive learning environment and important tips for staying safe and confident 

in the water.  Our swim instruction is based on the American Red Cross system of levels 1-6. Some 

campers often enter their week at camp with a set goal in mind to pass into the next level in swimming 

after they take their swim test at the end of the week.  Whether campers passed their swim tests or not 

they still gain experience in a swim class and enjoy fun in the sun during these hot summer days.  

Although swimming classes are a big part of the waterfront program here at camp, we also have 

two additional boating classes that take place on our natural waterways.  Campers have the option to 

enjoy canoeing and kayaking as a class period or as a free time activity. Under the supervision and 

instruction of a lifeguard, campers of all ages can venture out onto our channel connecting Indian Lake 

to Mountain View Lake.  During canoeing and kayaking campers learn specific strokes and techniques to 

become star paddlers and test their skills on a trip to “the secret island” where the canoeing classes 

paddle to a nearby island and have a satisfying picnic before heading back to camp.  

Sailing is one of our most popular classes at 4-H Camp, and once you travel on one of our 

Sunfish sailboats, it is easy to see why. Under the direct supervision of a lifeguard, campers learn how to 

sail and learn the specific parts of a sailboat and proper techniques for having the best experience.  

These speedy little boats are fun to glide across the lake, and our instructors on each boat guide 

campers on how to un-tip a flipped boat. Great winds coming down from the Adirondacks ensure almost 

daily fabulous sailing on Mountain View Lake.  

Visit 4hCampOverlook.org for more information on summer or Year-Round programs.  We hope 

to see you next summer! 
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Early morning Polar Bear Swimmers enjoy a game of ‘Mum Ball’ at 4-H Camp 



 

Sailors review basic boat structure before going out on Mountain View Lake 



 

The channel between Indian and Mountain View Lake provides calm waters ideal for beginning boaters 



 

Our Level 3 Swimmers perfect their flutter kick  


